Local spatio-temporal encoding of raw perfusion MRI for the prediction of final lesion in stroke.
We address the medical image analysis issue of predicting the final lesion in stroke from early perfusion magnetic resonance imaging. The classical processing approach for the dynamical perfusion images consists in a temporal deconvolution to improve the temporal signals associated with each voxel before performing prediction. We demonstrate here the value of exploiting directly the raw perfusion data by encoding the local environment of each voxel as a spatio-temporal texture, with an observation scale larger than the voxel. As a first illustration for this approach, the textures are characterized with local binary patterns and the classification is performed using a standard support vector machine (SVM). This simple machine learning classification scheme demonstrates results with 95% accuracy on average while working only raw perfusion data. We discuss the influence of the observation scale and evaluate the interest of using post-processed perfusion data with this approach.